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Three-dimensional structure and multistable

optical switching of triple-twisted particle-like

excitations in anisotropic fluids

Ivan I. Smalyukh1,2,3*, Yves Lansac2,4, Noel A. Clark1,2 and Rahul P. Trivedi1,2

Control of structures in soft materials with long-range order forms the basis for applications such as displays, liquid-crystal
biosensors, tunable lenses, distributed feedback lasers, muscle-like actuators and beam-steering devices. Bistable, tristable
and multistable switching of well-defined structures of molecular alignment is of special interest for all of these applications.
Here we describe the facile optical creation and multistable switching of localized configurations in the molecular orientation
field of a chiral nematic anisotropic fluid. These localized chiro-elastic particle-like excitations—dubbed ‘triple-twist torons’—
are generated by vortex laser beams and embed the localized three-dimensional (3D) twist into a uniformbackground. Confocal
polarizing microscopy and computer simulations reveal their equilibrium internal structures, manifesting both skyrmion-like
and Hopf fibration features. Robust generation of torons at predetermined locations combined with both optical and electrical
reversible switching can lead to new ways of multistable structuring of complex photonic architectures in soft materials.

L
iquid crystals combine properties of crystalline solids and
isotropic fluids in many unique and unexpected ways, giving
rise to an increasingly broad range of technological1–9 and

biomedical1,10–12 applications. Nematic liquid crystals of rod-
shaped molecules are classic anisotropic fluids characterized by
long-range orientational ordering and a ground state with a
spatially uniform molecular long-axis orientation n̂(r) called the
‘director’13,14. Introduction of molecular chirality leads to chiral
nematic liquid-crystal (CNLC) phases having more exotic ground
states. In the cholesteric phase, the ground-state director field n̂(r)
shows a spatial twist, precessing at a constant rate along a ‘helical
axis’ line. Blue phases consist of lattices of packed ‘double-twist
cylinders’, in which n̂(r) is parallel to the cylinder axis at its centre
and shows two-dimensional (2D) radial twist to form a barber-
pole-like pattern on the cylinder surface13,15. Cholesteric-phase and
blue-phase ground-state structures can be suppressed by applied
fields or by treated surfaces that couple to n̂(r), rendering the
CNLC uniform and thus frustrated with respect to its preference
for twist. This frustration, however, can be relieved locally, and
we report here several particle-like excitations in n̂(r), dubbed
triple-twist torons (T3s), enabling the reappearance of twist in a
CNLC initially rendered uniform. By focusing Laguerre–Gaussian
(LG) vortex beams16,17, T3s are optically generated at will at a
selected place and then structurally characterized with full detail
in 3D. The basic T3 configuration is a double-twist cylinder
closed on itself in the form of a torus (Fig. 1a) and coupled
to the surrounding uniform field by point or line topological
singularities (Fig. 1b–f). Remarkably, the torons enable twist in all
three spatial dimensions and are stabilized by strong energy barriers
associated with nucleation of topological defects. We show that
T3 structure and stability can be accounted for by the basic field
theory of elastic n̂(r) deformations and use computer simulations
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to obtain the equilibrium field and elastic energy that closely match
experimental findings.

In our experiments, the CNLC of equilibrium helical pitch p
(distance over which the director rotates by 2π) is confined into a
cell of thickness d with the inner surfaces of glass plates treated to
align CNLC molecules along the normal to the plates, ẑ (ref. 18).
These boundary conditions are incompatible with the ground-state
cholesteric-phase and blue-phase twist, and tend to unwind twisted
structures forcing uniform bulk alignment with n̂(r)‖ẑ (refs 18,
19). The helical structure is unwound (nematic-like) when the cell
gap is much smaller than the pitch (p≫ d), whereas for larger cell
gaps (p≪ d), the director twists freely in the centre of the sample
and meets the vertical-boundary conditions at the glass plates by
introducing splay and bend distortions of n̂(r) (ref. 19). The CNLC
unwinding in the studied cells occurs at d/p≈1 or smaller, at which
we first assure that the sample with a uniform initial n̂(r)‖ẑ is free
of the so-called cholesteric fingers18,19 and then optically induce the
localized T3 structures. To generate the torons, we use Laguerre–
Gaussian vortex beams that belong to a family of beams with helical
phase fronts and phase singularities. The helical phase fronts of the
Laguerre–Gaussian beam of charge l comprise l intertwined helical
surfaces forming an optical screw dislocation along the beam axis.
The integer charge value |l| defines the number of twists the phase of
the light makes in one wavelength and the sign of l defines the twist
direction16,17. Laguerre–Gaussian beams with such optical screw
dislocations are known to carry an orbital angular momentum of
lh̄ per photon20 and have attracted a great deal of recent interest in
imaging, laser manipulation and optical communications16,17,21,22.
Although liquid-crystal spatial lightmodulators21 and even droplets
of liquid crystals22 have been used to generate these optical vortices,
the laser-induced realignment effects of Laguerre–Gaussian beams
in liquid-crystalline phases of different symmetries and the ensuing
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Figure 1 | T3 field configurations generated by Laguerre–Gaussian beams and embedded into a uniform field by defects. a, Toron structure with the

topological charge ‘+2’ owing to the twist-escaped non-singular disclination ring of strength s=+1 shown by the red line. b,c, ‘−1’ hyperbolic point defect

(b) and a ring of s=−1/2 disclination topologically equivalent to a ‘−1’ point defect (c), both showing twist of n̂(r) with the sense of twist shown by the red

arrows. d, T3-1 configuration with the toron accompanied by two hyperbolic point defects. e, T3-2 structure containing a point defect and a disclination

ring. f, T3-3 configuration with two s=−1/2 defect rings. g–j, Light-intensity distributions in the lateral xy (left) and axial xz (right) planes of the

Laguerre–Gaussian beams of topological charge marked for each of the image pairs; the square cross-sections are 4 µmwide.

structures remain to be explored. The CNLCs studied here have
helicoidal ground-state director structure and are of special interest
from this standpoint. In our experiments, the beams of charge
l = 0−±10 and intensity distributions in the lateral and axial
planes shown in Fig. 1g–j are focused into the bulk of an unwound
CNLC with the vertical n̂(r) along the beam’s axis and typical
d/p=0.75–1.1.When the laser power is increased above a threshold
value Pth = (30–50)mW, the beam rotates n̂(r) towards the lateral
E(r)⊥ẑ , inducing a distortion, owing to the positive dielectric
anisotropy of the CNLC for the light’s electric field E(r). This initial
distortion (birefringent spot observed in polarizing microscopy)
disappears within 5–10ms after turning off the laser tominimize the
elastic energy13. However, if the laser power is increased above the
second threshold P> (1.2–2.2)Pth, this distortion transforms into
one of the T3 structures persisting even after the laser is switched
off (Fig. 2). The generated T3s are embedded in a sea of uniform
n̂(r)‖ẑ and have a characteristic size ≈ p in all directions. Three-
dimensional images and cross-sections obtained by fluorescence
confocal polarizing microscopy23 (FCPM) for different linear and
circular FCPM polarizations, such as those shown in Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Figs S1 and S2, allow reconstruction of n̂(r) for the
three distinct types of T3 observed (Fig. 1d–f).

The structure that emerges is the toron shown in Fig. 1a, a
double-twist cylinder looped on itself around the ẑ axis. In the
toroid’s midplane, the structure is skyrmion-like24 as the director
at the centre is vertical and twists by 180◦ in outward radial
directions matching the vertical n̂(r) in the far field around the
structure. The n̂(r) is tangent to the circular axis of the toroid
and rotates in all directions when moving away from it (Figs 1
and 3b). The uniformly twisted field lines of n̂(r) on a family
of nested tori resemble the stereographic projection of the Hopf

fibration25–27, while being localized in a finite volume of space
because of the presence of defects embedding the toron into a
uniform field. Mapping the director field at the toroid surfaces into
the order parameter space of the CNLC covers the sphere twice14

and implies that the topological charge of the toron structure is
+2, suggesting that defects of opposite charge are needed to embed
it into the uniform field14,28. Indeed, FCPM imaging (Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Figs S1 and S2) reveals that the orientational order
within the localized T3 structures is locally broken on topological
defect points (Fig. 1b) or ring-shaped lines (Fig. 1c), depending on
the type of T3 structure formed. The line defects (also known as
disclinations) are classified by their strength s defined as a number
of revolutions by 2π that n̂(r) makes around the defect core when
one circumnavigates this core once. CNLC disclinations are often
observed ‘escaping in the third dimension’ through twist to form
non-singular structure with n̂(r) in their core along the defect
line18. The toron contains a ‘twist-escaped’ s = +1 disclination
ring shown by the red line in Fig. 1a (the s = +1 defect ring is
equivalent to a +2 point defect; ref. 14). The director field n̂(r)
of the toron is matched to the surrounding uniform alignment by
introducing defects of total charge ‘−2’ such as the ‘−1’ hyperbolic
point defects (Fig. 1b) or s = −1/2 disclination rings (Fig. 1c).
Different defect-proliferated torons are induced next to each other
as shown in Fig. 2a: T3-1 with two hyperbolic −1 point defects
shown by the blue dots in Fig. 1d, T3-3s with two s = −1/2
disclination rings shown by the blue lines in Fig. 1f and T3-2s with
combinations of line and point defects such as the one in Fig. 1e.
As the s = −1/2 disclination rings are equivalent to ‘−1’ point
defects14, topological charge of T3s in the uniform field is always
conserved. Remarkably, the defects do not annihilate as commonly
observed13,14, but rather are stably unbound to enable the 3D twist
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Figure 2 | Predetermined optical generation and switching of the toron structures. a, Polarizing optical microscopy texture showing T3-1 (the smallest),

two T3-2s of opposite winding (intermediate size) and T3-3 (the largest structure) generated next to each other. The inset shows the letters ‘CU’ obtained

by optical generation of four T3-2s per letter at the letters’ vertices and T3-1 elsewhere within the characters. The orientations of the crossed polarizer (P)

and analyser (A) are shown by the white bars. b, Polarizing microscopy image showing that the two T3-2s of opposite spiralling and the T3-1 can be

generated at an arbitrary location in the sample and then moved to the desired position (such as the one shown in c) using optical manipulation by laterally

shifting the generating infrared laser beam. c, After optically moving the T3-1 to the image centre, the new T3-3 structure is generated in the top right

corner of the image. d–g, This T3-3 structure is shown transforming into a T3-2 structure (d,e), then to T3-1 (f) and again to the T3-3 configuration (g) by

using Laguerre–Gaussian beams of appropriate topological charge values lmarked on the images. Note that the T3-3 structures in c,d,g have different

diameters of the disclination rings at the top and bottom surfaces and all T3-2s and T3-3s have lateral dimensions 1.1–1.5 times larger than T3-1s.
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Figure 3 | FCPM imaging and computer simulations of laser-generated torons. a, Three-dimensional image of the T3-1 configuration obtained using

FCPM with circularly polarized probing light. b, Vertical cross-section of the n̂(r) of the corresponding 3D T3-1 structure obtained by numerical

minimization of the elastic free energy; the blue circles denote the hyperbolic point defects and the red circles show the twist-escaped disclination

intersecting the plane of the cross-section. c, In-plane FCPM cross-section passing through the central plane of the T3 structure and containing the circular

axis of the torus; the red bars indicate the location of the vertical cross-section. d,e, Experimental vertical FCPM cross-section (d) and the corresponding

computer-simulated FCPM texture (e) obtained for circularly polarized probing light and the equilibrium director field shown in b. The confinement ratio is

d/p= 1 in both the experiments and the simulations.

of n̂(r). The 3D FCPM images and vertical cross-sections allow us
to visualize and distinguish structural details of different T3s (Fig. 3
and Supplementary Figs S1 and S2). For example, FCPM textures
in Supplementary Fig. S2 not only identify the imaged optically

generated structures as T3-2s, but also show the location of point
and ring defects at the top or bottom glass plates.

By varying l of the generating vortex beams, we can selectively
create (Fig. 2a) and switch (Fig. 2b–g) the toron configurations. For
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Table 1 |Material parameters of the used nematic hosts and chiral additives.

Material/property K11 (pN) K22 (pN) K33 (pN) 1εlf 1n HHTP of

CB-15 (µm−1)

HHTP of

S-811 (µm−1)

MLC-6609 17.2 7.51 17.9 −3.7 0.078 - −10.5

ZLI-3412 14.1 6.7 15.5 +3.4 0.078 +6.3 −8.8

MLC-6815 - - - +8.1 0.052 +6.5 −10.7

example, the letters ‘CU’ in the inset of Fig. 2a are composed of
T3-2s at the corners and T3-1s elsewhere within the characters.
Generation of different T3s depends on the initial laser-induced
director tilt from the vertical alignment, which, in turn, depends
on the intensity distributions shown in Fig. 1g–j. Beams having
large |l| with high-intensity lobes in the axial plane pointing
outward from the low-intensity centre generate T3-2s or T3-3s,
whereas the beams with small |l| generate T3-1s. For example, in
a cell with p ≈ d = 5 µm, the T3-1 structure is induced by the
Laguerre–Gaussian beams of l = ±(0− 4), the T3-2 is observed
for l=±(4− 8) and T3-3 is observed for |l|> 8. Therefore, T3s
can be reversibly transformed between each other as shown in
the top right corner of Fig. 2c–g. The threshold generating laser
powers are comparable for all T3s and vary from 60mW for
l= 0 to 110mW for l= 10. Generating threshold power increases
with increasing cell thickness and helical pitch (70mW for the l= 0
beam and a cell of p≈ d≈ 15 µm) but is independent of the sign
of l and the CNLC handedness. T3s can be switched between each
other or transformed into a uniform unwound state by applying
electric fields; however, the spontaneous transformation between
these structures requires nucleation of more defects defining energy
barriers much larger than the thermal energy13. Consequently, all
three torons and the unwound state can be realized next to each
other (Fig. 2). By varying cell thickness and pitch, we have generated
T3s of size∼p ranging from∼500 nm to∼200 µm that were stable
at d/p∼ 1 and showing n̂(r) structures with no explicit dependence
on d or p individually. We have used materials with both positive
and negative low-frequency dielectric anisotropy 1εlf (Table 1).
For positive 1εlf (nematic hosts ZLI-3412 and MLC-6815 doped
with the chiral agent CB-15), we have observed that the T3s can
be transformed into a uniform nematic-like state by applying a
voltage of ∼10V at 1 kHz to the transparent electrodes of the cell.
In CNLCs with negative dielectric anisotropy (MLC-6609 doped
with the chiral agent S-811), the low-frequency electric field tends
to reorient n̂(r) perpendicular to the electric field lines and reduces
the threshold laser power of the Laguerre–Gaussian beam needed
to generate T3s because the action of the electric field augments
that of the optical field. The T3s and their periodic arrays or
other structural arrangements are stable over a long time at no
external fields, but can also be ‘erased’ by applying a voltage pulse to
transparent electrodes or ‘reshaped’ by a laser beam. For example,
the structure in the inset of Fig. 2a can be electrically erased in∼5ms
(typical response of a CNLC cell of thickness ∼5 µm; ref. 13) and
optically reshaped into a structure such as that shown in Fig. 2g
in less than a second.

Detailed information about the equilibrium n̂(r) and energy of
T3-1 is obtained from computer simulations by minimizing the
Frank elastic energy of the CNLC (ref. 13):

Felastic =

∫ {

K11

2
(▽ ·n̂)2+

K22

2

[

n̂ ·(▽× n̂)+
2π

p

]2

+
K33

2
[n̂× (▽× n̂)]2−K24[▽ ·[n̂(▽ ·n̂)

+ n̂× (▽× n̂)]]

}

dV (1)

where K11,K22,K33 and K24 are elastic constants describing
splay, twist, bend and saddle-splay deformations, respectively.
To mimic the experiments, Felastic is supplemented with a term
that describes coupling to the electric field ELG of the generat-
ing Laguerre–Gaussian beam, Ffield =−((ε01ε)/2)

∫

(ELG · n̂)
2dV ,

where 1ε = n2e − n2o is the dielectric anisotropy and ne and no
are the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices at the optical
frequency of the generating beam, respectively. The equilibrium
n̂(r) is first obtained by minimizing Felastic+ Ffield in the presence
of ELG and then further equilibrated when the laser is turned
off. Minimization is carried out through the so-called ‘director
relaxation method’29 on 3D discrete grids using a finite-difference
scheme (see Supplementary Information). Using the obtained
minimum-energy n̂(r) in different cross-sections of the structure,
we computer-simulate the corresponding FCPM textures of the
T3-1 structure using a standard simulation procedure30. The details
of the T3 structure at d/p= 1 are further explored by comparing
the full 3D computer-simulated n̂(r) with the experimental results
(Fig. 3 and Supplementary Figs S1–S3). For example, in the vertical
cross-section of the T3-1 director configuration (Fig. 3b) similar
to the case of experimentally reconstructed structure (Fig. 1d),
one sees two point defects near the top and bottom plates as
well as the twist of n̂(r) in both radial and axial directions. The
calculated pattern of FCPM signal intensity IFCPM(r) shown in
Fig. 3e closely matches the experimental image (Fig. 3d). Similar
comparative analysis is carried out for other cross-sections of the
T3-1 structure, such as the vertical and in-plane cross-sections
containing the point defects at the top and bottom glass plates and
the central plane of T3-1 with the double-twisted n̂(r) (Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Figs S1 and S3). For example, both the experimental
and the simulated cross-section planes crossing point defects par-
allel to the top and bottom glass plates shown in Supplementary
Fig. S1 reveal that the spiralling of n̂(r) near the point defects is
in opposite directions at the top and bottom plates. The calcu-
lated equilibrium n̂(r) and respective IFCPM(r) consistently match
the experimental ones.

Elastic-energy-density plots for the equilibrated T3-1 structure
show that the unwound n̂(r) surrounding the toron has minimum
contributions of the splay and bend terms in equation (1) but
large twist energy (Fig. 4a–c). T3s locally minimize the twist and
saddle-splay terms of Felastic (Fig. 4c,d) at the expense of enhancing
the splay and bend distortions (Fig. 4a,b) and introducing defect
cores. Similarly to the case of blue phases13, the saddle-splay
term in equation (1) gives a negative contribution lowering the
energy of torons (Fig. 4d), although T3-1s can be stabilized even
for K24 = 0. Consequently, the triple-twist region has low elastic
energy and the regions around the hyperbolic point defects have
high energy, as shown by iso-energy surfaces in Fig. 4e. For
d ≈ p, contributions of terms in equation (1) are such that T3s
have elastic energy comparable to that of the unwound state
(Supplementary Fig. S4), but are separated by elastic-energy barriers
that are large compared with thermal energy. The topological
skeleton31,32 built from the simulated field (Fig. 4f) consists of
two hyperbolic point defects near the top and bottom surfaces
and a twist-escaped disclination ring. In Fig. 4f, the skeleton is
shown along with the streamlets tangent to n̂(r), originating close
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Figure 4 | Elasticity and topology of the T3-1 structure. a–d, Elastic free energy plotted separately for splay (a), bend (b), twist (c) and saddle splay (d)

distortions within the T3-1 structure and in its vicinity with the surrounding n̂(r) ‖ ẑ. e, Total elastic energy density isosurfaces showing twisted regions of

low free-energy density and also energetically costly regions of defects and strong bend and splay distortions. f, Topological skeleton of n̂(r) showing

hyperbolic point defects in the vicinity of the top and bottom surfaces (shown by magenta spheres) as well as the twist-escaped s=+1 disclination in the

midplane coinciding with the circular toroid’s axis (magenta line); streamlets tangent to n̂(r) are shown by the red and blue lines for eigendirections

perpendicular to ẑ and by the green lines for the eigendirection along ẑ. The colour-coded scale is for the elastic energy density in a–e.

to the defects and showing that the n̂(r)-spiralling at the top
and bottom defects is in opposite directions, consistent with the
experiments (Supplementary Fig. S1). A more detailed description
of the experimental and numerical studies and the topological
analysis of n̂(r) in T3-1s as well as that of T3-2s and T3-3s will be
reported elsewhere.

A wide variety of condensed-phase phenomena arise as a result
of the existence of particle-like excitations of continuous fields14.
Out of the three T3s observed in CNLCs with nonpolar symmetry
and the S2/Z2 order parameter space, one (T3-1) can potentially be
realized in polar condensed-matter systems such as chiral magnets
with the S2 order parameter space (Fig. 5); this is in contrast to the
T3-2s and T3-3s containing half-integer disclinations that cannot
exist in a vector field. Therefore, in addition to their generation
in frustrated chiral nematic systems, torons can give origin to new
forms of structural self-assembly in other chiral condensed-matter
phases, having a role of ‘building blocks’ similar to that of double-
twist cylinders in blue phases14,15. The detailed knowledge of their
structure may provide the basis for studies of complex twisted fields
in condensed matter24–27 and impinge on the understanding of
particle-like excitations in other branches of science.

The minimum size of the optically induced torons is not limited
by the wavelength of the generating light and is comparable
to the cholesteric pitch p (Supplementary Fig. S4). When the
cholesteric pitch is smaller than the wavelength of the generating
light, by gradually tuning the laser power just above the toron
generation threshold, only one T3 structure can be induced at
the centre of the beam. This diffraction-unlimited nature of the
process allows optical generation of torons down to ∼100 nm
in size even when an infrared laser beam is used. As arbitrary
periodic configurations of T3s can be generated for toron sizes

Figure 5 |Vector-field representation of the T3-1 configuration in the

axial cross-section. The T3-1 particle-like structure can be realized in fields

with polar symmetry and the S2 order parameter space. The blue circles

show the hyperbolic point defects and the red circles show the

twist-escaped disclination intersecting the cross-section.

and lattice periodicities ranging from ∼100 nm to 100 µm or
larger, potential applications include data-storage devices, light- or
voltage-controlled diffraction gratings and all-optical information
displays. Both optical and electrical multistable switching of
T3s with low-intensity beams or low-voltage electric fields is
especially attractive for these applications, as it enables low
power consumption and diversifies modes of operation for
the ensuing technologies and devices. Although the values of
optical anisotropy of thermotropic liquid crystals are typically
smaller than 0.5, the refractive index contrast can be enhanced
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by doping them with nanoparticles33,34, potentially enabling
photonic-crystal applications. Furthermore, the elasticity-mediated
interactions between particles embedded in the liquid-crystal
host35–37 make it interesting, from both fundamental and applied
standpoints, to explore how the presence of torons in the
host medium translates into the oriented self-organization of
immersed inclusions depending on their shape, size and chemical
composition or surface treatment38. As CNLCs with the T3s
assembled into various structures can be photo-polymerized or
polymer-stabilized39,40, the spectrum of potential applications may
extend to polymer-stabilized diffraction gratings, flexible displays,
electronic books, non-mechanical beam-steering devices and so on.

Robust optical generation of multistable triple-twisted toron
structures demonstrates that optical phase singularities in laser
beams can allow for the control of topological singularities in
materials. It is of special interest to further explore how linked and
knotted optical wave dislocations41–43 could generate topological
defects and structures in soft matter as well as how arrays
and nodes of liquid-crystal defects, in return, could allow for
devising of unusual light beams by controlling their optical phase
singularities41–43. Torons and their arrays with tunable periodicity
and interactions may be used as model systems for probing many-
body interactions and condensed-matter phenomena, similarly to
the present use of colloids35–37,44. The detailed 3D structure of
torons reported here may provide new insights into the toroidal
DNA condensation45,46 and DNA arrangement in chromosomes47.
Furthermore, facile generation and switching of torons open up the
possibilities for applications ranging from all-optical devices to new
multistable information displays.

Methods
Integrated structure generation and imaging set-up. We have constructed a
holographic optical liquid-crystal alignment system (HOLCAS) allowing us to
generate focused Gaussian and Laguerre–Gaussian laser beams with controlled
polarization states. HOLCAS consists of a liquid-crystal spatial light modulator
(LCSLM, from Boulder Nonlinear Systems; ref. 48) and a continuous-wave
ytterbium-doped fibre laser (1,064 nm, from IPG Photonics) with an output beam
diameter of 5.0mm. This beam is first expanded to overfill the active area of
the LCSLM and then reduced to the size of the back aperture of the microscope
objective. This is achieved using two telescopes in the optical train, one before and
another after the LCSLM. The reflective electrically addressed phase-only LCSLM
with 512×512 pixels (15×15 µm2 each) controls the phase of the incoming
beam within 0–2π radians on a pixel-by-pixel basis at a 30Hz refresh rate. This
modulated light is imaged at the back aperture of the microscope objective acting
as a Fourier transform lens. The HOLCAS allows us to produce Gaussian and
Laguerre–Gaussian vortex beams of different topological charge l and intensity
distributions shown in Fig. 1g–j. The generating beam of typical power within
P= 0–200mW is focused into a volume of ∼1 µm3 at different sample depths
and moved in 3D along computer-programmed trajectories48. In addition to
optical fields, low-frequency electric fields (1 kHz, up to 20V) were applied using
a DS345 generator (Stanford Research Systems) and a Model 7602 wide-band
amplifier (Krohn–Hite).

The HOLCAS is integrated with the FCPM (ref. 23) based on the FV300
confocal system with an inverted microscope base IX81 (Olympus). A dichroic
mirror (Chroma) is mounted in a rotating filter turret positioned below the
microscope objective. The 1,064 nm laser beam is reflected by this dichroic mirror
into the objective lens, whereas the visible light (488 nm Ar-laser excitation beam
and the fluorescent light from the dye-doped sample) is transmitted through
it to/from the confocal microscopy scanning and detection unit. We use ×60
and ×100 oil-immersion objectives with a numerical aperture of 1.4 (60–70%
transmission at 1,064 nm) to generate T3s using HOLCAS and to image them using
FCPM and polarizing optical microscopy.

We reconstruct n̂(r) using FCPM cross-sections obtained for circular and
different linear polarizations as well as using polarizing microscopy textures. For
volume rendering of the 3D FCPM images, we use the FV1000 software (Olympus).
The FCPM signal intensity scales as IFCPM(r)∝ cos4β, where β is the angle between
the emission/absorption transition dipoles of the dye (both orienting along n̂(r))
and the linear FCPM polarization. Confocal cross-sections and 3D images obtained
for circularly polarized excitation allow one to determine the tilt of n̂(r) with
respect to the cell normal, whereas the complementary images obtained for linearly
polarized FCPM probing light reveal the coordinate-dependent n̂(r) (ref. 23). Small
excitation laser powers≪ 1mW assure that a laser beam scanned through the
sample for imaging purposes does not alter n̂(r) of T3s.

Materials and sample preparation. The cells were assembled using glass plates
having transparent indium tin oxide electrodes. To produce strong vertical
boundary conditions at the inner surfaces of the plates, we spin-coated thin layers
of polyimide JALS-204 (obtained from JSR), which were then cross-linked by
baking at ≈220 ◦C for 1 h. The cell gap thickness was set using either glass spacers
uniformly distributed within the cell (one spacer per ∼0.5mm2 area) or strips of
mylar film placed along the cell edges. The cell gap thickness was varied within
0.5–200 µm and measured after cell assembly using the interference method with
a spectrophotometer or laser reflections in a confocal microscope. Series of cells
with uniform thickness as well as wedge-shaped cells with varying thickness were
filled with materials of different pitch p. The CNLC was introduced into cells by
capillary forces when heated to its isotropic phase (to avoid the effects of flow on
the alignment). CNLCs are prepared using nematics MLC-6815, ZLI-3412 with
positive and MLC-6609 with negative dielectric anisotropy (EM industries). Elastic
constantsK11,K22 andK33, dielectric anisotropy1εlf at 1 kHz and optical anisotropy
1n= ne−no for the used materials are provided in Table 1. To obtain CNLCs of
different handedness, the nematic host is doped with a right-handed chiral additive
CB-15 or left-handed S-811 (both from EM Industries). The cholesteric pitch is
variedwithin p=1–150 µmby adding different concentrationsCagent=1/(HHTP×p)
of the chiral agent (up to 10wt%). The helical twisting powers HHTP of chiral
additives in studied nematic hosts have been determined using the Grandjean–Cano
method18 (Table 1). For the FCPM studies, CNLCs are doped with dye
N ,N ′-bis(2,5-di-t -butylphenyl)-3,4,9,10-perylenedicarboximide (from Aldrich)
with optimal laser excitation at 488 nm and fluorescence detection in the range
510–550 nm. At the used ∼0.01wt%, the dye does not affect CNLC properties. All
used materials are transparent at the wavelength of 1,064 nm, so that no significant
laser-induced sample heating (>1 ◦C) is observed during the structure generation28.
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<5$!+)*/*+,-!=0*'/&!,'7! /5$! /0=0-02*+,-! &F$-$/0'!,)$!+0(=%/$7!43! 10)($)-3! )$B)*/*'2! /5$!

7*)$+/0)!1*$-7!,&!,!&$/!01!0)7*',)3!7*11$)$'/*,-!$6%,/*0'&!GUPO&J_!
  
d
! 
x dt = ˆ n (x, y,z)D!B*/5! t !4$*'2!

,'!,)4*/),)3!=,),($/$)!G'0/!/5$!/*($J;!<5*&!,==)0,+5!+0''$+/&!/5$!73',(*+,-!&3&/$(!/5$0)3!,'7!

/5$! 7*)$+/0)! 1*$-7! ,'7! ,--0B&! ,==-3*'2! 6%,-*/,/*?$! /5$0)3! 01! 7*11$)$'/*,-! $6%,/*0'&! *'! /5$!

`=53&*+,-! &=,+$a! ),/5$)! /5,'! /5$! =5,&$! =-,'$! 01! &0-%/*0'&! 01! ,! &3&/$(! 01! UPO&;! \*(*-,)!

,==)0,+5$&! ,)$! $C/$'&*?$-3! %&$7D! 10)! $C,(=-$D! *'! /5$! 1*$-7! 01! +0(=%/,/*0',-! 1-%*7!

73',(*+&;
@"D@EDM"DME

! \/,/*0',)3! =0*'/&!
  

! 
x c (xc,yc,zc ) ! ,)$! &%+5! /5,/!   ̂

 n (
! 
x 

c
) =
! 
0 ;! #$! +,'! 1%)/5$)!

*'?$&/*2,/$! /5$! &/)%+/%)$! 01! /5$! /),Q$+/0)*$&! +-0&$! /0! /5$! &/,/*0',)3! =0*'/! 43! $C,(*'*'2! /5$!

b,+04*,'!(,/)*C!01!/5$!=,)/*,-!7$)*?,/*?$&!01!/5$!7*)$+/0)!1*$-7D! J ˆ n = "ni "x j !B*/5! (x j " x,y,z);!Z1!
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K!

/5*&!(,/)*C!*&!'0'>&*'2%-,)D!/5$!&/,/*0',)3!=0*'/!
  

! 
x c (xc,yc,zc ) !*&!,!+)*/*+,-!=0*'/;

M"
!<5$!$*2$'?,-%$&!

,'7!$*2$'?$+/0)&!01!/5$!b,+04*,'!7$&+)*4$!/5$! -0+,-!4$5,?*0),,)0%'7!,!+)*/*+,-!=0*'/;!#$!5,?$!

%&$7!/5$!'%($)*+,-!-*4),)3!!-./01
M@!
/0!1*'7!/5$!=0&*/*0'&!01!/5$!+)*/*+,-!=0*'/&!8"!,'7!8ED!-0+,/$7!

'$,)!/5$!/0=!,'7!/5$!40//0(!2-,&&!=-,/$&D!)$&=$+/*?$-3;!H0/5!8"!,'7!8E!5,?$!0'$!)$,-!$*2$'?,-%$!

,'7!/B0!+0(=-$C!+0'Q%2,/$!$*2$'?,-%$&;!<5$!/B0!$*2$'?$+/0)&!+0))$&=0'7*'2!/0! /5$!+0(=-$C!

$*2$'?,-%$&!7$1*'$!,!=-,'$!)0%25-3!=,),--$-!/0!/5$!2-,&&!=-,/$&!B5*-$!/5$!7*)$+/*0'!,&&0+*,/$7!/0!

/5$!)$,-!$*2$'?,-%$! *&! )0%25-3!,-0'2!/5$! ˆ z >,C*&;!<5$!+)*/*+,-!=0*'/&!,)$!53=$)40-*+!,'7!/5$! 1,+/!

/5,/!B$!5,?$!/B0!+0(=-$C!+0'Q%2,/$!$*2$'?,-%$&!*'7*+,/$&!/5,/!/5$!7*)$+/0)!1*$-7!&=*),-&!,)0%'7!

/5$&$! 7$1$+/&;
M"
!#$! 5,?$! +0(=%/$7! /5$! &/)$,(-$/&! G1-0B! -*'$&! )$=)$&$'/*'2! /5$!(0/*0'! 01! ,!

(,&&-$&&! =,)/*+-$J! /,'2$'/! /0! /5$! 7*)$+/0)! 1*$-7;! <5$! &/)$,(-$/&! 0)*2*',/$! ?$)3! +-0&$! 1)0(! /5$!

+)*/*+,-!=0*'/!G7$1$+/J! -0+,/*0'&!,'7!(0?$!,-0'2!/5$!$*2$'7*)$+/*0'&!01!8"!,'7!8E;!O6%,/*0'&!01!

(0/*0'!,)$!&0-?$7!%&*'2!$*/5$)!,!E
'7
!0)!,!K

/5
!0)7$)!c%'2$>d%//,!10)B,)7!0)!4,+FB,)7!G7$=$'7*'2!

B5$/5$)! B$! ,)$! (0?*'2! ,-0'2! ,! )$=%-&*?$! 0)! ,'! ,//),+/*?$! 7*)$+/*0'J! *'/$2),/0);! <5$&$!

+,-+%-,/*0'&!5,?$!4$$'!=$)10)($7!%&*'2!!-./01!,'7!U=$'Pe!G/5$!0=$'!&0%)+$!?$)&*0'!01!ZH[]&!

P,/,!OC=-0)$)!5,&!4$$'!%&$7!10)!?*&%,-*.,/*0'&!=)$&$'/$7!*'!/5*&!B0)FJ;!<5$!/B0!*&0-,/$7!+)*/*+,-!

=0*'/&! B*/5! /5$! &/)$,(-$/&! ,&! B$--! ,&! /5$! /B*&/>$&+,=$7! 7*&+-*',/*0'! )*'2! G,C*&! 01! /5$! /0)%&J!

7$1*'$!/5$!/0=0-02*+,-!&F$-$/0'!01!/5$!<0)0'!&/)%+/%)$!&50B'!*'!S*2;!K1;!

<5$! 7$/,*-$7! 7$&+)*=/*0'! 01! +0(=%/$)! &*(%-,/*0'&! G%&*'2! 40/5! ?$+/0)*,-! ,'7! /$'&0)*,-!

,==)0,+5$&!10)!(*'*(*.,/*0'!01!$-,&/*+!1)$$!$'$)23
MK>Mf

J!+0(=,)$7!/0!/5$!$C=$)*($'/,-!&/%73!01!

7*)$+/0)!1*$-7!+0'1*2%),/*0'&!,&!B$--!,&!/0=0-02*+,-!,',-3&*&!10)!/5$!$C=$)*($'/,--3>04&$)?$7!<@>

E&!,'7!<@>@&!B*--!4$!)$=0)/$7!$-&$B5$)$;!

,

!"##$%&%'()*+,REFERENCES 

9%(4$)*'2!+0'/*'%$&!1)0(!/5$!)$1$)$'+$!-*&/!*'!/5$!(,*'!/$C/!01!/5$!(,'%&+)*=/;!

KL;!T--$'7$)D!P;#;D!8),B10)7D!A;I;D!,'7!P0,'$D!b;!#;!P$/$)(*',/*0'!01!/5$!-*6%*7>+)3&/,-!&%)1,+$!

$-,&/*+!+0'&/,'/!dEK;!234.5&)065&70##5!BCD!"KKE>"KKM!G"LL"J;!!
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M!

MN;!I0-,FD!c;P;D!8),B10)7D!A;I;D!80&/*?,-D!H;8;D!P0,'$D!b;#;!,'7!Y%($)D!\;!U=/*+,-!7$/$)(*',/*0'!

01!/5$!&,77-$>&=-,3!$-,&/*+!+0'&/,'/!dEK!*'!'$(,/*+!-*6%*7!+)3&/,-&;!234.5&)065&8!DED!cLWV!G"LLKJ;!!

M";! T&*(0?D! P;! 90/$&! 0'! /5$! /0=0-023! 01! ?$+/0)! 1*$-7&! ,'7! 1-0B&;! 90:35& )0!5;& <=>=& =?0.&

)0.0@A:3&B0$#0A;!c9c>L@>NN@!G"LL@J;!

ME;!A-04%&D!T;D!:$?*/D!8;!,'7!:,&*'&F*D!<;!T!/00-!10)!?*&%,-*.*'2!/5$!/0=0-023!01!/5)$$>7*($'&*0',-!

?$+/0)!1*$-7&;!2AC:5&D888&"E.F@1EG@#EC$&HI(;&D888&BC?!F#0A&>C:E0#4&2A0..D!@@>KN!G"LL"J;!

M@;! 80)'$,D! 9;P;D! \*-?$)D! P;D! g%,'D! e;! ,'7! H,-,&%4),(,'*,'D! c;! 80(=%/*'2! 5*$),)+5*+,-! +%)?$>

&F$-$/0'&!01!@P!04Q$+/&;!930&"E.F@1&BC?!F#0A!>.D!LKM>LMM!GENNMJ;!

MK;!T'7$)&0'D!b;!O;D!#,/&0'D!I;!O;!h!H0&D!I;!b;!:8@P_!:*6%*7!+)3&/,-!7*&=-,3!@>P!7*)$+/0)!&*(%-,/0)!

&01/B,)$!,'7!/$+5'0-023!2%*7$!GT)/$+5!i0%&$D!H0&/0'D!ENN"J!

MM;!A*-;D! :;! b;!9%($)*+,-! )$&0-%/*0'!01! /5$! +50-$&/$)*+!%'B*'7*'2! /),'&*/*0'!=)04-$(;! J5& 234.5& DD&

KA@$:0!FG!"V"L>"V@@!G"LLMJ!

Mf;!\0''$/D!T;!d*-*,'D!T;!h!i$&&D!\;!T-*2'($'/!/$'&0)!?$)&%&!7*)$+/0)_!P$&+)*=/*0'!01!7$1$+/&! *'!

'$(,/*+!-*6%*7!+)3&/,-&;!234.5&)065&8!F>G!W"V>WEE!G"LLMJ!

!

,

,

,

,

,

,

,
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f!

!"##$%&%'()*+,0-H"*%!,

,

,

084=12,!./,I;J?=:21,<8J=@6:8;3<,637,0I#&,8J64834,;K,:L2,83M?@632,91;<<M<29:8;3<,;K,:L2,(NM.,

<:1=9:=12/!6D!\+5$(,/*+!)$=)$&$'/,/*0'!01!/5$!+$--!B*/5!/5$!53=$)40-*+!=0*'/!7$1$+/&!&50B'!43!

4-%$!70/&!,'7!/5$!/B*&/!$&+,=$7!'0'>&*'2%-,)!7*&+-*',/*0'!)*'2!&50B'!43!,!)$7!-*'$;!OD!80(=%/$)!

&*(%-,/$7! )(ˆ rn
!
*'!/5$!+$'/),-!=-,'$!G4>4!+)0&&>&$+/*0'!&50B'!*'!6J!01!/5$!<@>"!&/)%+/%)$!+0=-,',)!

B*/5!/5$!7*&+-*',/*0'!)*'2;!9DKG!Z'>=-,'$!+)0&&>&$+/*0'&!01! )(ˆ rn
!
*'!/5$!?*+*'*/3!01!=0*'/!7$1$+/&!'$,)!

/5$!40//0(!=-,/$D!9D!,'7!/5$!/0=!=-,/$D!K;!7G4G!80))$&=0'7*'2!&*(%-,/$7!,'7!2GLG!$C=$)*($'/,-!

S8I[! /$C/%)$&;! <5$! )$7! 4,)&! *'!2,,'7, L, *'7*+,/$! /5$! +0))$&=0'7*'2! S8I[! -*'$,)! =0-,)*.,/*0'!

&/,/$&;!!

!

!
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W!

!

084=12,!>/,0I#&, 8J64834,;K, :L2,(NM><,P8:L,78KK2123:, @;96:8;3<,637,786J2:21<,;K,78<9@836:8;3,

1834</, 6M9D! S8I[! ?$)/*+,-! +)0&&>&$+/*0'&! 01! /5)$$! 7*11$)$'/! <@>E&! *'! ,! +$--! 01! /5*+F'$&&!

d =15µmB*/5!7*11$)$'/!7*,($/$)&!01!/5$!7*&+-*',/*0'!)*'2!,/!/5$!40//0(!&%)1,+$;!7G2D!@P!S8I[!

*(,2$&!01! /5$! <@>E! &/)%+/%)$&! 5,?*'2! /5$!7*&+-*',/*0'! )*'2&!7! ,/! /5$!40//0(!,'7!2! ,/! /5$! /0=!

&%)1,+$;!!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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V!

!

!

084=12,!N/,I;J?=:21M<8J=@6:27,Q21:896@,91;<<M<29:8;3<,;K,:L2,(NM.,<:1=9:=12/,,6G!<5$!&/)%+/%)$!

+0'&*&/&!01!/5$!),7*,-!/B*&/!01! *'!/5$!+$'/),-!=-,'$!01!/5$!+$--!,&!B$--!,&!/B0!=0*'/!7$1$+/&!

+-0&$!/0!/5$!&%4&/),/$&j!/5$!*'&$/&!&50B!&*(%-,/$7! *'!(%/%,--3>0)/5020',-!C.!,'7!3.!+)0&&>

&$+/*0'&! *'/$)&$+/*'2! /5$! 53=$)40-*+! =0*'/! 7$1$+/&! ,/! /5$! /0=! ,'7! 40//0(! 2-,&&! =-,/$&;, OD!

80(=%/$)>&*(%-,/$7!7*)$+/0)!1*$-7!*'!/5$!,C*,-!+)0&&>&$+/*0';!

!

!

!

!

,

,
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L!

,

084=12, !D/, %@6<:89, K122, 232145, 637, :L2, 127=927, 786J2:21, ;K, :L2, (NM., 9;3K84=16:8;3, 6<, 6,

K=39:8;3,;K,!"#/!6G!S)$$!$'$)23!01!,!5$C,20',-!,)),3!01!<@>"&!+0(=%/$7!10)!,!%'*/!+$--!?0-%($!01!

" 38µm3
! ,&! +0(=,)$7! /0! /5,/! 01! ,'! $6%*?,-$'/! &,(=-$! ?0-%($! B*/5! /5$! /B*&/$7! *'?,)*,'/!

+0'1*2%),/*0'! G<Z8J
"VD"L

D! %'/B*&/$7! '$(,/*+>-*F$! &/)%+/%)$! G9$(J! ,'7! -*'$,)! ,)),3&! 01! /B0!

7*11$)$'/!+50-$&/$)*+!1*'2$)&!8S"!,'7!8SE
"VD"L

!G/5$!7$'&*/3!*&!+,-+%-,/$7!10)!/5$!?0-%($!01!/5$!%'*/!

+$--!01!,!EP!5$C,20',-! -,//*+$! 10)($7!43!<0)0'&J;!OG,90)(,-*.$7!$6%*-*4)*%(!7*,($/$)! L / p !01!

/5$!<@>"!&/)%+/%)$!,&!,!1%'+/*0'!01! pd / ;!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!


